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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on
this podcast. It's important that i tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all the current leading saints content
releases podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be happening in your
own area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and written articles that
you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership perspectives and thoughts.
That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely don't want to miss out to
subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven. Four
seven or visit leading saints dot slash subscribe steve morrison from stanford. Utah currently
serve as a bishop. Bear leaving saints has been a big benefit to me my calling and previous
colleagues as well to help me better understand how i can serve the the members my ward. It's
not always easy to the serve and and help our our members. There's a lot of challenges that
they go through and sometimes we need a little bit of help to understand how to help them. And
i really appreciated everything hurt and his team has done to help me and not call in and do a
better job So thanksgiving everyone. Welcome back to the leading saints. Podcast my name is
kurt. Franken can you hear it. I don't know if it's picking up the mike but downstairs. My family is
dancing in the kitchen to boom shaka rock. So i gotta finish up this intro. So the hanging down
there and jive with them as well. Now if you're leading saints. We are a nonprofit organization
dedicated to helping latter day saints. Be better prepared to lead and we do that through a
content creation through this podcast through a weekly newsletter. We send out with virtual
conferences through live conferences through a website. You can go to leading saints dot org to
see all the details and to jump in. Do you know we actually publish the top. Six most
downloaded episodes on the homepage. So if you need a good place to start those top six
would be great at speaking of a top. Ten top six episodes. That'll be downloaded man. We've
had some. We've had some great episodes the last few weeks and jeff mask psa individual.
You're about to hear that. I interviewed will most likely end up in that top. Ten just a heavy hitter.



Great leader individual and coach. Who of i had the opportunity to sitting down and firing some
questions at and jeff mass actually a a coach of ceo's. That's right that's all he does. He
coaches ceo's and so when i was first introduced to jeff mask but thanks a lot land in pitcher.
That's right you're out there. I'm talking yet. He's recommend some great people to the podcast.
When i was first introduced to jeff. I knew that after talking with him. This guy probably has a lot
to share and From his experience of coaching executives. And i was not disappointed. Really
great concept. This may be one. You wanna listen to a couple of times just to absorb the
different tactics and strategies. He shares but really powerful for leaders out there especially
those that feel like an executive running an organization. So here we go my interview with jeff
mask today. I have the opportunity. Sit down in person. That doesn't happen very often. With jeff
mask are jeff doing great. I'm happy to be here cool. So we're connected. We gotta give a land
in a shoutout because he is. He's recommended a few guests. And most people don't even
know who lennon is. But he's a bishop and lee lehi and he's a listener and he recommended
that we connect and we've had a great conversation. And which lead to this this conversation.
So give us a short introduction to you. What what do people need to know about jeff that i love
people and i love landon us great connecting us. I've loved your podcast. And i believe i'm on
this planet to help invite more people to to christ that's awesome whatever medium. I have to do
that. That's why i exist when people ask you what you do for a living what he say. Well i coach
ceos to help them confidently grow their business without losing their soul which then makes
people go. What are you talking about but too often. I've seen businesses succeed in business
leader. Succeed in spite of what is most important to them. And frankly a few years ago i had a
really strong impression to change what i doing and the clear thought came to me too. Many
businesses succeed at the expense of families. And i'm not okay with that. And i thought neither
am i and so i thought well what can i do to help with that and here i am and i mean it would
seem like to coach ceos. You have to be like a ceo. Many times over.
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But i mean what was your career path. It coaching question. I had never been an official. Ceo
and so for sure. There was some doubt and imposter syndrome. Of whom i to do this but i had
worked with in grown other companies. I had been in the startup world. I had been a fortune.
Fifty company i had you know earned an mba and all the all the stuff that might help but really
none of that matters. If i can't really tap into what truly matters in my purpose on this earth. And
then how do i extract that from the people that i'm coaching and i had to get over the. I'd never
been a ceo. But i knew i could coach. Ceo's because i know my purpose with that yeah so this
is a dynamic cures one a d into a little bit because there are times when you know a high
council a high counselors assigned to award and stake president says while you're you've got to
go coach this bishop and help him and and be there and he thinks will. I've never been a coat.
I've never been a bishop. So how i don't. How do i even do that now. Imagine walking with some
of these successful. Ceo's they're sort of this feeling of like we'll have to say to you. So how'd
you get through that so that that's an appropriate. Coaching relationship. Recognize the source
of my power. And that it's got when he works through me. It really doesn't matter what worldly
title we put on ourselves when we know that we're working in his hands. All things are possible



and it requires faith to do that. It reminds me of a story where my dad was a seminary teacher
for years. Amazing teacher he taught me in ninth grade. It was awesome that we were worried
day. One we didn't know if would go go poorly or go well but right away. We knew it go well.
After he started teaching anyway he was called to be emission. President and was called to talk
to bishops stake presidents as well. I've never been a bishop or stake president. but he realized
he knew his mantle. He knew his calling. He knew his keys and he relied on the lord to do that.
And the same thing in in a word. It's the same thing in a work setting in many regards because
in my mind everything spiritual and the lord wants us to all grow closer to him so lean on him
and figured out and do you have any routines or practices reading or things you do to help.
Keep your skillset sharp there because there is i appreciate that. Just sort of stepping into that
confidence relying on the lord then they sometimes did have anything to drop on for sure so. I
knew i'd be coaching. Ceo's more than fifteen years ago. When i was with my brother. Who's a
ceo of a company that we were growing together and he had just started coaching with the ceo
coach. And he told me yeah. I'm coaching with so. And so and i thought well actually so and
so's name steve hardison and he's amazing. And i thought in that moment. I remember where i
was standing. What the walls look like and i said to him. That's me. I'm going to coach. And i'm
going to coach. Ceo's to help them and he looked at me and he said totally. You're you're born
to do this but back to your question. I intentionally decided not to do it. Then because i wanted
in the trenches work. I wanted to know what is like to really build a business. Strategy and
books and education are great but strategy and books and education alone without tactical in
the trenches. I just got punched in the face. Experience it's really tough. And so i did that with
multiple companies and grew them and help them learned. Got my face. Bloody multiple times
made many mistakes to where it gave me the confidence to realize. I can do this then. In
addition always be reading. Just i believe leaders are read. Readers are leaders and leaders
are readers and the more that we can read and learn and be humble to learn. What else is out
there the better so that. That's definitely something. That's out there for me in my routine also all
aspects of my life when it comes to how christ grew in stature and favor got everything right
physically spiritually mentally always being sharp on that so exercising regularly eating as
healthy as possible though. Sugar is still my addiction. I'm working on that. We're the recovering
meeting here. This drug and i know it's mine. And i'm doing my best there. I listening to
podcasts. Yours being one of them as well. I love each pr. a lot. like the articles. I look at
harvard. Business review right correct story. And that's something you subscribe to. Yeah you
can do a couple of things you can follow them on their social channels and read that and then
you get two free ones a month if of their articles or if you subscribe you can get however many
like and then business. School was really helpful for me. I i went to an international business
school for global business to help grow businesses. Obviously internationally the frameworks
that i learned there and the structure and strategy was really helpful. And actually. I apply almost
daily in my coaching business today. So all the above but simplified the bottom line is i'm going
to coach and get the best out of people i have to be my best.
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There's just of integrity. If i'm a horrible husband or at a deadbeat dad or my spirituality is
waning. And i'm not really doing the little things of praying with fervently frequency and studying
the scriptures in gleaning. What the lord wants me to learn. So i love that about it. It pushes me
to be my best. You mentioned As far as helping. Ceos not you know run effective companies
that have been out lose their their soul in the process and that is interesting because i know that
there are leaders out there who we think of these. These callings as bishop as president. You
know these are supposed to be sanctifying callings uplifting see miracles. I mean i've been
there. It's it's awesome but you can lose your soul in these callings and so maybe unpacked.
That what do you mean by losing their soul like what does that look like in the ceo contexts.
Maybe we can find some nuggets there. It's a few things. I'm glad you asked one. It's losing
sight of the big picture. Why are we doing what we're doing in the first place so getting really
clear on your wine your purpose previous podcast episodes that you had i think great. It's also
the principal of temperance and things and learning yes. Things are super important. The way
that we provide for our families important. But if that's all we do and we do it in the disguise of
bigger reason but we get lost in that reason or we get lost in the means to that overall end that's
where slowly but surely unsubtly we start to deviate a little bit and it's a one degree off. It's not a
wake up one day and all the sudden nothing's true anymore. And i don't want to live anymore.
It's more often than not slowly. Surely down the path i mean it's the classic gospel principle of
staying true holding the rod every day and holding fast to it and if and when we go which we do
everybody does get back really quickly and like i like to say repent quickly and completely as
fast as possible and it's completely possible and get back on the back and then you're set so it's
losing losing side of the big picture in its allowing ourselves to get so consumed what whatever
that may be and sometimes we tell ourselves well. It's a church calling and this is what the lord
wants to do. And now i'm going to do this at the expense of my family. And now they're
alienated. What the lord wants. We also say in our careers. Well i'm doing this. So my kids can
have a better life than i had and we kinda give ourselves a little misguided truths that are sort of
there but it's a little manipulated and a little bit contrived to where we lose sight of what really
matters and it requires discipline to stay on a steady consistent harmonious path verses being
opic on one certain aspect of life whether that's something spiritual or secular. The problem can
happen. Yeah so what are the typical like habits. You see a seo doing when when they begin to
lose the big picture when you kinda see them spiralling were. They may not even realize what's
happened totally. It's the little things it's their morning routine. Slipping and morning routines can
be some type of spiritual practice. Meditation prayer study of scripture regardless of religion. I
coached ceo's around the world of all sorts of walks of life and all different levels of faith in what
they believe as a higher power. But it's whatever that that level spirituality. Is they start to lose
that by. Not doing the consistent hygienic exercise. I call them just like brushing your teeth right.
So that's one thing. Another thing they start to do is they start to let fear subconsciously. Rule
their decisions and their behaviors. And it's very very subtle and so subconscious. We don't
realize that fear is the great motivator and when they can get clear in their mindset when fear is
either subtly or overtly channeling our thoughts and our behaviors. then they can get back on a
path that they wanna be on. So it's simple things in the morning and it's overarching letting fear
replace faith but when faith can be the more powerful motivator in even deeper love when those
two things are in check more often than not that gives them the guardrails left and right to stay
on. A steady path comes fear. I mean i imagine these. Are things. Like if i make a decision as a



ceo. I mean this is the buck stops here right in and things could be go sour. A lot of people lose
their job. I may lose my job. And so i mean as it usually those those big decisions that They
hyper focused on those usually probably strong commonly yes but not not as majority. It's more
of the subtle things and you would think. Well ceos don't have these fears but they do because
they're human and these fears are the same fears most humans. Have i am fearful not being
good enough.
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I fearful of failure and define failure however you wanted to find it a fear of rejection of not being
liked and that's normal and so i think about it when you think man if this big deal doesn't close if
we don't close this round of capital if whatever it is what rules is if not then and the fear comes in
and scarcity comes in and when we're fearful the lowest part of our brain function is firing when
we're full of faith abundance in creation can happen and that's the executive level of our brain.
That can happen can really start start working for us and so fierce starts to get really unruly and
you would think. Wow it's a ceo you're not fearful of failure actually more often than not. That's
why attain the success. They've had because they don't want to fail and they were either really
smart in school or got made fun of a lot. And so there's something to prove that acceptance of
humankind and they mask it behind other material achievements and accolades. That help
bolster up their ego. To say i am enough. I've got this but if it's not on a foundation that's
enduring it can crumble. And that's the fear that really rules and affects them and the reason.
Why focused on ceos is because they have the greatest influence on on an organization than
anybody else. And so i. I want to work with them to help. Bless the lives of everyone they lead in
their customers partners and shareholders. So that more lights can be blessed. Yeah that's
that's fantastic. So that with his word acceptance when it fear because again on this or that.
They're afraid that the company is going to blow up. They're more afraid of like what if they don't
want me what i do fail and it shown maybe who i really am and i see that you know in in the
church dynamic as well as that god called me and if i don't run this word well not only will. I not
be accepted by those. I lead but maybe god will sort of be disappointed. Have how i i'm leading.
But it really is those. You think dynamic leaders those leaders this may maybe stepped out of
the box a little bit who pushed the envelope. Approved broke the unwritten rules. Those type
things of that right. Do you have to let go of that. Fear in order to go there right definitely
definitely and there's vulnerability in humility and courage combined altogether. That helps us
recognize. What is the true motive and when love can be the true motive not fear the better but
when you tell people well there's a fear element they can. I'm not scared. He's talking about
especially an alpha writing an alpha male and alpha male. You tell them they're scared. They'll
punch in the face. Maybe maybe proverbially right but it's levels down. So what i like to do to
help uncover that versus telling someone. You're scared that that doesn't help through a series
of questions. It helps them. Get to a place. So i do this thing called the five layers of why and
ask five layers and this comes from product development back in the day to figure out. What
does the customer really want. Instead of taking what they want at face value. Ask five layers.
Why they want that to really get to the root. So i want to do x y so i can do this. Why what you
do is just say. Why five layers down and more often than not in human behavior. It's something



fear based that's prohibiting someone from really moving toward where they wanna go
fascinating and it's really simple but yet complex at the same time if we allow ourselves to ask
those questions what advice would you give to the subordinates. We could call him. The leader
who. It's obvious that they are micromanaging. From a place of fear or they are not delegating
from a place of fear. And you know i get those emails of individuals who say know i. I don't. I
don't like how things are going. But what am i. What am i to do any any advice to give to. Those
people who have that leader definitely remember the wonderful talk of the greatest leaders of
the greatest followers. I love that. It's such a great principle and then understand. Well what
does it mean to be a great follower. When christ was a follower of his heavenly father. When
they do how did he show up. How did he think what was his wave. Obeying and so that there's a
level of humility that goes on there because sometimes is subordinates or followers of leaders.
We can kind of get ourselves in a place of pride where we go better than they do. I can see the
let pride not prevail so first of all be be humble and learn that and then secondly tried to have
empathy toward what might be like to be in their shoes as the leader. What might not be seeing.
What what data points do you not have visibility into and we have that empathy then we can talk
to them in a way that shares a commonality of care and of concern so that third. You challenge
when you're humble. I you have empty second. And then you challenge third there's receptive
audience but too often. We jumped step three and we're just met with a brick wall or just with
coldness where it's not really received in.
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It's kind of defensive. But when you can help through a spirit of humility and then empathy in
essence love really the ingredient to all that then when you share. I feel like such and such isn't
really going the way we'd like. Can i ask a question of. Maybe why this is the case. But see if
you've done step one and two then you have a receptive audience and you have a great
conversation more often than not they break down and i don't know what i'm doing. His is so
scary and but too often as humans. We don't like to admit that we don't have it all figured out
and that we have no clue. The truth is none of us. Has it all figured out. And we don't have a
clue and that's okay. Yeah so. I'd say again overwhelming humility empathy and love for the
person and then challenge to get to ex- place with questions and then questions are a better
place versus. I think it should be that and demanding extract questions of what we would like it
to be. And what do we want it to feel like. I'm look like that helps when you do see that. Ll leader
that ceo slip into that. That fear state. I mean how do you get him out of that at several sessions
before it happens but like where even begin to because i know there's leaders listening like
yeah. I am sort of acting from this place of fear but what are what am i supposed to do about it
right. It depends on each person in each scenario. Sometimes it's right away. We'll just have to
do a knee-jerk pattern interrupt something to get them other times. It's slowly but surely and
steadily depending on the situation and the urgency and severity of what's going on but
overarching there's a three. I coach mindset to help people to throw it in the steps. If you're if
you're listening right this down if you're driving don't but these three help a ton one is recognition
you recognize. You recognize when you're off when you're just feeling your energy a little
different. You're you're scarce. You're fearful your hungry tired whatever that may be but when



we recognize it i believe that's eighty percent of the battle because as you mentioned
sometimes you can be spinning in fear not even realizing it and so. How do you do that well.
How happy married now. How fulfilled am i. Energetic am i. Do i feel like i'm just hanging on if
any if you answer. Yes to any of those questions recognize. There's something happening
sometimes. It's as simple as i need a snickers. Because i'm angry right. I love that commercial
with betty white and all of a sudden. She's so frustrated. Well there's the recognition step that's
not there. And the french though the snicker and they recognize for him perfect so we recognize
the second step. Is we replace. We intentionally replaced the fear the scarcity the hunger the
need to be liked whatever it is with something powerful and positive something faith promoting it
could be a scripture. It could be a clear. I am statement of your pure true identity. It can be
averse of your favorite him. Whatever it is then the third step comes to replace sorry to recite.
And what i mean by that. Is you actually recite replacement statement out loud. Why because
depending on the steady you look at the spoken word is ten to fifty times more powerful than
what we think. The problem is. We're thinking on average fifty thousand thoughts day we don't
speak that much so our mathematical ratios are already a little bit off so if we want to eradicate
that darkness or fear or whatever it may be we've got a vocalized out loud but get comes to the
point. Where when people hear that they go. That's kinda weird. Yeah it is at the same time
riddle me this in our society. We beat ourselves all the time in our minds. We're not kind to
ourselves. We say we're stupid. We say i should know better and we just we're masochistic
that's normal our society but as soon as we want to be positive out loud. That's weird. I think we
need to check what's normal in society in my opinion and maybe pushed the envelope a little bit
of what's normal to help us get to a place of much more positively power and faith to go help in
lifting inspire other people because if we can't do that for ourselves we can't lead other people
now. I love those those three hours. Because they're so simple like everybody could do it but
you know. Why don't i think of that of course and even just the recognition part like just taking a
breath and say i'm in a place of fear not that have to be feel shameful that you're they're like
well. That's where i'm at right. I don't want to delegate that because i feel like that person's going
to drop the ball this activity is going to go wrong and i'm going to look back right back and so
you just recognize it and just sit with its mile with go interesting. Yeah like the recent podcast.
You have on saturday. What does that you do before you just let saturday be. And sometimes
you're just frustrated sometimes down and and it's okay in that whole process versus.
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No i'm not supposed to do that. I'm a leader. Now it's okay you try and run toward sunday
exactly. Just just let it be. And there are times where it's okay to be frustrated or fearful and but
acknowledging it is the key because to often our subconscious just kind of pushes it to the side
and and buries it really deep and when we don't even realize it's going on this concept of a
replacement statement what would may be an example of an of replacement statement. Ac-
may may yusuf. I love it one of my clients. His replacement statement. Is i am the ceo of a billion
dollar company and his company right now is at about fifty million so he just lives into a future
and realize okay what needs to be true. In order for me to live into that future grounds. Him mine
is a couple. I have a couple of scriptures. When i was in argentina it was a particular him that



anytime any impure thought came anytime. There was pornography on the street. I would go
right to the him. And that was my replacement exercise to just get the darkness out and to not
let those that thought be on the stage too long other. Ceo's replacement statements are one.
That i love. Is i m patient. I am loving and i am kind. And when he says that out loud sometimes
in the mirror it reminds him. that's because that's something he's working on and when he's not
patient when he isn't loving when he is unkind he reminds himself no i. That's who i truly am.
And i need to remind myself of that. Just kind of shakes him out of it and helps him go so what
happened. Why did they let that happen. And i have the choice of how. I'm going to respond to
any situation. And i subconsciously responded. In a way that. I'm not happy with the replaced
that that's an and i'm thinking that longtime zee's replacing statements are there's some part of
identity in them right at anchors us to even as moses four when being tempted the adversary
and he simply says i a son of god i laughing is literally i used yesterday my client and i should
remember where i'm of course. And there's an adversary. That's there and he wants to distract
us and wants us to to think that we're less than we are. And god said multiple times my son my
son my son and then as soon as the adversary comes in moses son of man wait what. It's trying
to distract him. Of course and just deflect what really is where his true source of power is when
we're true with that great and why why is i am a child of god such a classic primary song
because if you think about it there's nothing more powerful just thinking about gas me that way
there's nothing more powerful therefore it's so easy to forget the truth of that statement and the
adversary is going to do everything he can to make us think we're we're son of man or a woman
we're we're not. Who are we. We are children of a loving heavenly father and a loving heavenly
mater. That's who we are and we have divine infinite potential and the adversary knows it and
god knows it and it's up to us who will choose to respond to and answer the call. I love that in
also a theme. I'm picking up with these replacing statements sort of pulls everything back into
context right. I can see like maybe an overwhelmed bishop could say this is word is not my word
in a reminding yourself that like i'm going to let go of the fear because it's not my word it's god
for yes and you lean with faith that right and again not that there's magic phrase or whatever but
it would be interesting. I you sort of sit with yourself and with god and say you know. What can i
draw on. What statement. Just help me pull out of this totally. You know totally that is one of. It's
such a fun exercise. I highly recommended. Invite everyone listening to to look at what scripture
what him. What statement really connects with your spirit proverbs. Three five six one for me.
That i love. I also love look into me. Every thought doubt not fear not and when you say them
out loud literally it's almost like this calm of like okay and context perspective especially when it's
eternal perspective but i believe i just wish everyone in on the planet could do this exercise and
really practice it because it's not a one and done thing and a lot of times. People say i've tried
that what didn't work. Well keep trying if you wanna create a great by seper. A six pack. You
don't do one sit up and you don't be one contract right. It's a consistent work overtime lineup.
Online gospel principles. That is true in this aspect as well. Yeah and i love this the concept of
reciting as well like. That's these three hours like. You can't skip one right. You got a powerful
exercise and then obviously you're stating random things and the bishop was quite over there
now.
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He's stating some some statement but again i think that just as powerful that's great. Let's see
here all right. Well i guess. I'll finally turn your outs. You sent me or your some of these potential
principles. There's been a great discussion so far so many you put top top of the lining inspired
meetings. Everybody loves a good meeting but few of us have been to one. So what are your
thoughts when it comes to having inspired meetings. I purposely like to use that adjective before
meetings inspired meetings. Not just a meeting. Let's have an inspired and inspiring meeting
when you start from that mindset. You already create a different outcome versus okay. Here's
the meeting. And the joke is the best meetings are no meetings. Or you know if i have to the
worst but in in the church when we're working in coordinating meetings are necessary. We find
that but if they're going to be necessary why not create an environment with meetings that
literally transformed people yes it's administrative but it can also meetings can also be ministry
of where we invite people to come into christ in the meeting where the spirit is so strong and so
powerful that when we come out of the meeting were so energized and so ready to go serve
and implement. We just can't wait vs on so glad that's over. I'm starving now. Go finally get out
of my sunday clothes. And i'm gonna go watch tv. Or i'm going to be with my kid. Whatever it is
right and so the first step is frame the meeting from a place of inspiration and declare. This is
going to be a revelatory experience. The same way older bednarz did years ago of realizing
anytime you're in any meeting. Tell yourself this will in can be revelatory experience but requires
me to prepare accordingly beforehand. And then ask the lord during what do i need to learn.
And how can i be serving you and then go for meetings so as the leader think. How can this be
a revelatory experience in an inspiring meeting. Then mix it up too often. We actually step three
seconds getting clear on what is the purpose of the meeting organized that accordingly because
there are some leaders that are much more fluid with time. They're much more fluid with topics.
Those that are fixed mindset are sorry fixed in time and are more rigid with schedules agendas.
They go crazy if their leader is fluid with time. Yeah and the end. these are maybe the. The
leaders says the two hour council meeting or whatever correct. Yes so understand the purpose
and what the agenda looks like then when let me stop you there with purpose like people here
that and it's like the application sometimes mrs like. How would you coach somebody through
recognizing the purpose of me because a lot of things like well we're council here because the
hammock says we should and we're going to talk so here we go. How do we get there. Thank
you for saying that because too often the purpose becomes the check box. We had the meeting
done. But if we define the purpose of this is to typically. It's going back to the purpose of the
ward. Maybe it's back to inviting others to come into christ missionary purpose. Whatever it is
the determine this meaning is a means to that. Whatever that end is declare that if it's ward
council as a war council council together to say. What do we want this meeting to be. What's the
purpose of this when we come. What do we want to accomplish. And how is this a means to
that end accomplishment so just having a council together i think is helpful and then getting it
clearly articulated in defined in having that purpose at the top of the notes to remind everybody
every time. We're together remember. We're meeting in doing these administrative tasks these
are the means to this end pointing to the top of the agenda to remind ourselves. That's why
we're doing this and then at the end i'd like to ask hey. Did we accomplish this purpose or did we
get closer to it instead of okay. I gotta go see later. Yeah and it just oh man of finally done yeah
and you just check off the box so getting purpose. I'm glad you asked that. And you define that



purpose with the lord and determine what what would he have us do what. What is the spirit
teaching us through this process. And ideally when you're with multiple people which you are in
meetings you cook create that purpose so that everybody has that way and so there's more
buying if you just leader say kay here's the purpose it's better than not having a purpose but i
think even even more powerful as when every contributor can have a say as to why this matter
you just get people showing up differently. They own it more they. They're more just on the edge
of their seat versus just slouching feeling tired and a little frustrated with their family or whatever
and the purpose of the meeting obviously talking the ceo's. I would imagine like well. The
person meeting is to figure out what everybody else is doing or burgers of the meeting is so that
the figure out how to get the make the company more revenue.
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There's sort of these these vague arbitrary purposes. That aren't don't really take us anywhere.
And so is it. Typically like with your. Is your coaching through. This are you should the purpose
about a certain activity like you should should be very micro focus on something or sometimes
the word councils like well this is the only time the bishops year. And i got this thing. I got to
talking about the eldest zehr thing. They need to talk about so. It's easy to fall in that round robin
tactic. So viceroy those definitely. There are different meetings for different purposes. And i think
that's important to distinguish and that's tough when you only have one meeting with the bishop
and this is the only time you have his ear right but in a secular setting to coach. Ceo's and help
them realize there's a difference between a daily connection with someone versus a weekly
operational meeting versus a monthly strategic meeting versus a quarterly. Planning meeting
very different different topics different purposes and we try to mix them all together. We get
nowhere and we feel frustrated. And we don't feel there's a lot of traction. There's a great author
and business leader out there named patrick lynch yoni that teaches. Well i really like his stuff.
He teaches at the concept of meetings. Really well in my opinion and there are different
purposes for different meetings so now taking that into the church setting there's a difference
between ward council and youth committee visit difference between more council and bishopric
training right depending on the year. You're calling and who you have stewardship over but
understanding what that purpose is for that meeting. I think is important and realizing different
meetings have different purposes versus trying to cram it all into one particular meeting summer
much more about link about it. There's a reason why there's a welfare meeting. Yes that's much
more around welfare and you talk more specifically around that you don't do that all the other
meetings right. That's an example. I think is working fairly well. But i don't think we quite enough
to separate. What are topics that are really most appropriate in this particular meeting given.
Who's here and kind of creating that clarity. That's interesting one thing. I'm learning through this
discussion. Is that there may be the leader out. There may say the bishop who just doesn't like
meetings and he knows other people don't like being so let's keep it to a minimum and we're
gonna meet as i think the handbook says meet regularly but he's gonna say regular means once
a month for may so we're going to have ward council once a month but then when you don't
create the space for individuals that who have questions or need discussion things then then
they feel like we can't have a purpose of the me because this is our only meeting so that we're



gonna have five purposes and so that may be. You have four councils. During month but each
one has a very different purpose and focus that gives space for these things to be digested
talked about revelation be received you nailed it and it goes back to how we first started this part
of the topic and that is the modifier inspiring meetings when we is the leader. Can't stand
meetings. Guess what we're going to have really bad meetings and it's just a nuisance and we
tolerate them because we just have to get some of the coordination done if we can soften our
hearts and realize that meetings can truly be a medium to invite people to come in the christ in
the spirit can be very very powerfully present meetings become a joy and they become
something that really enables people to learn by and with and from the spirit to then when you're
done it's uplifting it's magnifying. It's something that wants us. We just want to be better. But if
the leader has the mindset that leading the meetings of the worst. Which by the way i raised my
hand. I've been that lead person many years as we said earlier i have never been diagnosed but
i believe i do have. Add and i lose focus really quickly and meetings are really hard for me and
my wife will laugh and kind of nudge me like you know. Sometimes i lose my focus. But when i
switched my mindset around leading meetings that it's inspiring people inviting them to come to
christ. I had a totally different awakening. And i repented of that thought that feeling and since
i've been in meetings and lead different meetings it's a really powerful joyful experience that i
thought i would never say i want to just go get the work done. I don't wanna talk about it and this
is sort of relates to the three rs. Concept is like when you walk into a meeting especially as the
leader. Like kicking off the meeting with with first recognizing what this meeting is like. I want
this to be inspired meeting right in and take a breath. Sit with that thought. And maybe there's a
a statement right that a that to get everybody in the mind for but then then turn to the council
which is so hard to do. Because i remember walking those means with the laundry list of things i
want to get through an hour creating space turning to the council and saying how can we do that
today right now in perfect world. Hopefully you've been praying about this meeting for five days
leading up to it and maybe fasting where a lot of times it's like.
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Oh i'm five minutes late for council here. We are all right. Who whose. I have a prayer right.
Give us a spiritual too long creating space. It's sort of like inviting that inspiration there and then
turning the council saying how are we going to do that and then it's a unified effort in the spirit is
the one that is really leading. It just like prayer. The true order prayers when the spirit leads
prayer the true order in my opinion of of a great meeting is when the spirit leads that meeting.
But that can't happen if we're approaching meetings from a place of disdain and frustration and
all the other words that i use for meetings i think it's worthy of its own topic in and of itself. How
how do you tactically do that. What's structure to do that. Because it can be tough. But the other
thing i was going to share before then. If it's a routine meeting mix it up mix up. Who's doing
what share roles. Let some other people lead sometimes. Let them coordinate a particular as
otherwise you just can't get in your rut and in your lane and you sit and you just we become
creatures of habit and it's the same old same old but when you have someone who's maybe a
timekeeper or someone who is in charge of for this month what's the spiritual thought and
theme. We want around that. Just kind of everyone has genius. Try and find the genius of



everybody in that room and then spread the love and the more that people can lift and lead the
more they're going to really be more present in that meeting versus. Okay here it is again
because you you get in a routine especially when you start to get the hang of things and it kind
of feels good because you're finally out of the place of all good. At least i know what i'm doing
but then the danger is you get in a comfort zone. Yeah awesome anything else as far as
inspired meetings that we haven't touched on yet. I would love to be in a meeting that the savior
lead. Can you imagine it would just awesome and you would leave. That meeting inspired
wanting to be better. And he's he's just he's the ultimate he's the ultimate leader. He's the
ultimate listener. He's he's the ultimate follower and i would. I can't wait to be in a meeting with
him again. I i have been. And i. I really hope to lead that way and i want all of us listening to
think. How would the savior lead a meeting. And how can emulate that behavior. I think about
the leading meetings usually. They're they were walking somewhere. Were definitely maybe.
The last supper were teaching. And that's a thought to to sit with for sure all right to inspiring
people a boy. Where do we start with this because a lot of years all. I got a list of people. You
need to be inspire right right. I love this topic. Inspiring people is already in love simply put and i
like to ask leaders when they're frustrated with their people in a secular setting or spiritual
setting. It doesn't matter when you're frustrated with the people that you're leading and they're
not accident or not why not doing z. I love to just ask the question. How who've i is the leader
contributed to that behavior instead of pointing the finger instead of being frustrated with their
incompetence or or their lack of buying. Or whatever it is i like to ask how have i contributed
ultimately is the leader. It's on you and that's hard to grasp. Sometimes it's hard even say
because there are legitimate times when people are just aren't showing up aren't doing what
they said. They was definitely in a volunteer. Exactly but i go to. How can i create an
environment where they feel inspired versus required. How can i help them. Want to versus half
too and it comes down to love for that individual of what truly motivates and inspires them and
don't assume that we know what that is when we really understand. What makes someone tick
the more that we can lead and inspire and a mantra. That i've loved to live with for the last many
decades is if i don't like someone i don't know them well enough yet and it's a simplified version
of other quotes. That are out there. But i'm a very simple person. I can remember this. But any
time that i've been bothered by someone i have to stop and go. I don't know their story well
enough yet. And as soon as they spend the time to really understand who they are and they feel
heard and they feel cared for and cared about. Then i go. Oh that's why you respond this way
because as a kid x y and z happen to you. Oh and then. I have total empathy love. And it's all
good. And i just kind of let it you know gloss over versus getting really frustrated and stuck on.
Why did they do that. Why did they say they'll do this. But then they don't because they're really
scared of letting anybody down so they're gonna say they'll do yesterday say yes to everybody
and they let everybody down in this.
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This vicious cycle then. I know where to coach and how to help them. Is really is the concept of
empathy in Brown talk about that. Everybody really is doing the best they can't and if you really
believe that and sit with that like suddenly you have much patience for people that and we have



a habit. It's human nature to project thoughts attitudes approaches skill level on everybody else
and saying wolf. I was a net calling her in that position. I would do abc. it's so obvious. Why
don't they see it and just to it early totally i. I had a leader that i worked with one time. His name
is gareth. He was amazing at getting to know the deep story of everyone on his team and
people would always say. How does he get people to do what they do. And how they work
longer hours and how they always hit their goals and he his way of leading is just so. Let's just
call it weird. This is weird. What does he do he do. Well i shouldn't say all while he was as if it
wasn't very much but what he would do is get really clear on what truly motivated that individual.
What made them tick. Where were they're going. And why and then ask their permission to hold
them accountable to get to that destination and they loved it because they knew he cared about
their need and he would do all sorts of things. that were totally atypical. Totally off the wall but in
a way that the person new man. He's got my back and so when it was time to level up the
numbers or do something new honestly he would speak and they he'd say jumping they'd say
how high the classic cliche i've never seen anyone. Do it like this person. Why because he
learned how to love each person individually because love is a very individual language. Twi the
savior so masterful at it. He knows us also personally and so perfectly that he knows how to
inspire us like nobody else because he knows a so personally because he suffered for each of
us so personally twice. He's the master leader. I love of that topic. And that's how you inspire
people. It's about them not us. Yeah you know. I i have this This concept i wrote a whole book
about ministering like how to lead the ministry effort right. Now have this concept in here. And i
feel like i'm the only person in the world of believes this but that's okay. I'm going to die on this
hill. But i talk about when i was eller. Scored president i saw is my only job my primary job to do.
Every last single ministering interview right and and people like wait a minute no says you can
split them up and the council. I'm like i know in a sense but my only job is to do. Every last
ministering interviewing i gives different tactics and ways that To actually do that never you
know. I've done the numbers. This'll work right. I delegated everything and people just like. Why
would you do that because you can use your counselors like that so much ado do but you need
to understand when you sit down with somebody on a regular basis and engage with them on
one level and you win them over as their leader like they feel like my leader knows me and
we're almost friends that will do more for your leadership than than anything. I mean you. You're
looking for motivation. Inspiration like his right there. Like getting to the point where you've
heard their story you've cried with them and i remember. I did this back when i was the high
priest. Group leader way back when that was the thing. And i remember having these twenty six
years. Old as a hyper scream. Had men in their in their sixties enough in my dad writes beijing
opening up in like weeping with me because their son doesn't want them in their life or they
were struggling paying tithing right. That would have never happened. If i didn't lay the
groundwork so when i get push back on that principle like no kurt like that's crazy. You should
listen to all day on this. I'm a leader. I'm engaging one to one of my people as much as possible.
You figure out elders corm lesson you figure out you know the computer signing of ministry. I'm
going to sit with my people and it really has a transformational way to inspire people. Totally i
totally agree. And it's it's tough tough to do. It takes that takes a lot of a lot of time. A lot of
investment and a lot of emotional investment to make that happen. But i agree. I think when
people really feel hurt and loved it's amazing that the impact that has on behavior and inspiring
people and it is an never intend to throw leaders under the bus by any means. But more an i



hear people say i've never had an interesting interview rather than well. They do it but you know
like people just want to be sat with be heard and then they'll do anything that but it is hard it is
and it's awkward at times for just like yeah and i'm here again. So let's talk about your hobbies
and it's awesome for sure anything else as far as with inspiring people you mention leading out
of fear.
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Duty your love how to skip fear and duty and lead with love. I mean you may touch on that but
yeah we did a little bit but those are the three ultimate motivators in that order fear and then duty
in love and the clearer we can get on our true motive and the faster we can get to love and
skipping fear and duty. The better and i think in in the church duties is more often than not if
we're to break those up. In percentage wise i would say duties probably sixty percent fears
maybe fifteen percent and and love. Ideally is maybe twenty five pregnant. Abm off that's how a
leader typically approach is leading and that's just from my perspective. I'm in no way research.
Because i just and you can hear it in language you can hear it and in behavior and you may
have just said. Did you just hear say here behavior. Yes you can hear behavior. There's you
know you listen with your ears but most of you listening with your eyes and with your heart and
when we can listen to behavior from a place of what's the what's the motive happening here.
Just watch and when we do very often we gotta get this done because we and there's a lot of
duty and i told i need to get this down and so here i am and i'm being faithful and i'm not
knocking that we're doing it and we're getting paid nothing monetarily and it is a volunteer
organization but as soon as we can find where love can be the motivator in any task in any
meeting in any administrative or ministry responsibility that we have the better that is the
ultimate driver. That's sustainable. that is enriching. That's nourishing that is energizing.
Because it's all about love for whom for the savior. Jesus christ and that is our ultimate motive in
leading. It's awesome and we don't get as tired and we get a little bit more energized but when
it's out of duty and out of fear that's where we get really broken down. We get super exhausted.
Sunday's become just more than we can bear because we're just back to back in administering
and when love is at the pure core. It can be more energizing. I'm not saying you're still won't be
tired. I think you might be. But i would contest that. I think you're going to be much more
energized and happy when love is the ultimate motive in everything that we do. Yeah yeah and i
looked sort of using it as a model analyzing where you're at what you're feeling as a leader at
the end of a sunday or you know at the end of a busy season or whatever and and seeing that
thing. Okay i feel this way. Does that reflect. Anything of how. I'm leading is an out of duty is out
of fear or is it more love and maybe i can adjust that mobile mean like you said you're strong. I
mean definitely dominates. Definitely the he'll in principle sure is wrap this up in a few minutes.
Which would what's the hilo in principle. Well he'll in principle. I call that in leading the youth. In
this day and age i guess always in particular in the battalion that president nelson has created
and led masterfully. love him. I love when he inspires an invite us to literally stand and to be a
part of this battalion in to be a part of the restoration this way and be a part of gathering israel. I
think it's amazing. I think we're adults can miss. the mark. sometimes with youth is not viewing
the youth. The way he'll even saw the youth in if you look at how he operated in alma and in



particular chapter fifty six and how he led the stripling warriors looked at this many many many
times. I love these statistics and kind of a geek with numbers. And that's okay and i. I did
statistics with the scriptures. He refers to the stripling warriors from my knowledge. Twenty two
different times every time that he refers to them he never wants says kids children boys. He has
a vision of them in for them in. You can see it. In his language of the twenty two time twelve
times. He calls them sons and then nine times he calls them young men four times he calls
them men and one time he calls them stripling warriors it. Actually he didn't say stripling warriors
he says stripling ammonites and we have is a culture con tripling. Were try and they're called.
Another places ending is fascinating. And the more that i've led youth and the more that i've
tried to implement that i've really questioned in pondered and prayed. What's what's happening.
And i believe what's happening is he's not seeing kids. He's not seeing boys. Though they were
he seeing husbands and fathers he's seen community members he seeing valiant sons of god
and he therefore speaks to them that way he thinks i.
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He thinks it on that way. He speaks to them that way. He prays about him that way and therefore
he leads in that way and what happens they rise they rise to the occasion every time because of
his vision and his love for them versus our. They're not quite capable their kids. How often do
we talk about. The youth is saying the kids all the time. It happens all the time in young single
dot org exactly those kids like he's twenty seven right and when we view them that way. We're
going to get them that way. And this was not true or for me than when i was a scout master for
years which i loved in any mice couch. Listen right now you know. I love you i do. I truly do and
what i learned was when they lead and i advised it work but too often as adults. We see how
their twelve thirteen. They can't do that. They're just not capable. And i would say you're right.
But if we say they are capable. Then we're right and so what i had to do over time which relies a
have to think of him that way and literally. I would envision them. Every time. I think this i get
emotional. I would envision them on the streets of bogota or in boise or being husbands and
fathers. And i see them ten years in the future and when i would pray about him that way and
then ask the lord. Help me see them that way. I spoke to them differently. And i tried the
principal over and over starting with my thoughts and with my language. And then as i talked to
them. And we would talk about where we're going we're going to accomplish and we would
delegate. They rose to the occasion every time. It was amazing to see how they would
communicate how they would delegate how they would organize how they would take charge all
because i tried to just follow. What human did now. I don't want anyone listening to think. I have
it all perfect and i never messed up. I've course i messed up. And of course i was frustrated and
of course i lost my patients but when it went the best is when i followed the he principal and
viewed them for who they could become an saw them the way the lord could see them and then
spoke to them accordingly and just let language create a future that they just naturally stepped
into because they were totally capable the exact same way the stripling warriors did with women
and look at it. Go look at the scriptures in alma fifty six and fifty seven and notice how he talks
about them. It's amazing and you can just feel his love and his respect and admiration for them.
It's no question why they created the miracles that they did because they had a leader who saw



them. The way got sees them. Yeah that's awesome i. I think there's may mean a feature
podcasts over into that but love that that's awesome anything else that we're missing before.
Ask more questions then. He principal or thoughts. Come to mind that too. I just. I think it's
important that is leaders. We recognize nobody. Has it figured out and to feel that. You are
incapable at times to feel beneath the call. That's normal we. Just don't talk about it and we just
kind of put on a front especially in the church that that's all good. I've got it figured out. Now you
don't and it's okay and we we're all struggling and it's good and sometimes having a little bit of
vulnerability as the leader is really powerful. Now there's vulnerability and then there's
vulnerability. I'm not saying always being vulnerable. But i am saying. Don't don't never and yes.
I just had a double negative. Don't never be vulnerable. Because it. I think when we are
vulnerable as leader. It actually instils trust. It doesn't repel trust. And when there's more trust in
the in the room we can all lean into being the best version of ourselves because of the principal
capability. That comes with that. Because i imagine you know working with ceo's when you get
to the level. Ceo you kind of feel. Like i don't think. I need a coach but as you probably seen
every day they really do need a coach. Definitely and in my opinion the most powerful. Ceo's
are the ones that combine humility with courage and with vision to always get better always
grow and there are some ceo's who say. I don't need a coach if someone has a coach their
week and there other. Co who say in order to continue to maintain and sustain the energy and
the vision that i have and they get to where i need to go. I need someone to hold me
accountable. I need someone to help me. And of course the latter is the client that i attract and i
work with the former. I say i love you and in time. Maybe we all work together. But if not not right
now. That's just not helpful for anybody. So i'm curious. Being an executive coach like obviously
state president is put in a position where he has to sorta coach bishops players. Coaching lycee
presents heliborne presidents. And i realized this probably deserves. Its own sixty minute
episode but gives some hard and fast rules are if you're in an elevator with the bishop and you
just needed to give him some quick advice as far as how coach another leader because it's
easy to fall into the well.
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This is what i did. So maybe you should do what i did. But any advice there on how to be a good
coach. Definitely see the infinite worth and value of the individual that you're working with and
talking to and make a game to extract that genius because it's all in them all it's and we are all
divine and we have divine potential and opportunity too often. We don't see it. We see than
others way easier than we see in ourselves. And so i believe the role of a coach spiritual your
secondly is to extract that divine genius and greatness of that person through inspired questions
through love on feigned through patients through all the crowd like attributes. I love preach my
gospel chapter six. Like really tap into that and find where those aren't each person because
they are and there's a reason why missionary work. We are counseled and coached and taught
how to ask inspired questions. 'cause the spirit is the greatest teacher and all the spirits doing is
bringing to our remembrance the divinity from within and that's to me what coaching is. I love
that. I love that because it got him getting the degree mentality like. There's a brand new bishop
like. I need a really help them. And sorta download information but to make it a game of



extracting genius. That's in him. And you know that just further instills confidence so that they
need less coaching or less. You know prescription from you. As the higher up leader right as
they start to believe in genus totally and they rely on the source of their power not on the source
of humankind although helpful. Don't don't get me wrong. There are things that we can help as
human beings but we all have this amazing coach from within the holy ghost in having the gift of
the holy ghost with us and knowing that the god had is behind us and with us. That's the true
art. I believe coaching and helping people see that because their confidence is stronger they're
able to really work through and go through going through the three rs. You better believe they'll
be able to do that all the time because it's within them instead of. Oh no i need to talk to so and
so because. I'm not sure to do this. We'll ask inquire ask inspired questions. It's there and the
lord and the spirit will guide you every step of the way through that process. And that's the
beauty of i believe what the lord is trying to teach us why 'cause we're all learning to become
god someday anyway and the sooner we can learn some of these principles the more we can
affect and blessed more of his children on this earth. That's the fun of everything and wildlife. I
believe is such miracle and why it's just so worth continuing to strive on. When i was diagnosed
with cancer years ago. That gave me my true reckoning. Of why am i here. What am i doing and
i realized i am here to invite people to come the christ and any opportunity. I have to do that. I
will take advantage of that. Ideally there many times. When i haven't i go dang it i miss that. But
that's what i'm striving for every time. If anyone who's listening who may feel maybe distant from
christ. I just want to invite you to come closer to him and do one thing today to grow closer to
him. Maybe watch a youtube video on the church website. Maybe read a scripture but man.
He's there and he's real and he loves you and he loves me and i love trying to be like him and
testifying of him that he's real and that he lives and that he loves us and the more that we can
have that personal relationship with him. The more life is manageable and doable and then we
can lead other people. It's kind of nice former for you. But if if there is a ceo listening or an wants
to get involved with what you do and your coaching or i mean. Do you really only coach dozer.
Or what's where would you send people. And maybe how would you. How would they qualify if
they should even reach out to you. Yeah thank you. I do coach. Ceo's specifically and
exclusively with this exception the executives that. I coach our executives. Ceos who i'm
coaching said. Can you coach so and so on my team as well so if someone who is an executive
leader comes and says hey you coach me. I typically will say now unless. There's something
spiritual going on where i feel. There's something going on. There's been an exception or two
but for the most part. I purposely exclusively focused on ceo's for the impact that they have and
if people are interested are looking. My website is mask. Principles dot com. I coach on mindset
action spirituality and kindness mask principles. Does that say on your birth certificate as well. I
know that there's a story behind that as well or jeff. Mass dot com same. Same place but really.
I'm not necessarily looking to grow and have more clients.
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I'm met capacity right now. And i'm happy with that. What i'm looking to do is blessed lives in
any way that i can. Sometimes that's through coaching. Sometimes that's through a podcast.
Times is through service. Whatever it is. But i i feel blessed to have been given extra chances at



life and i wanna make the most of that and i wanna live every moment intentionally and give
thanks to heavenly father. Jesus christ for that and it sounds cliche but it's true and i'm just
grateful to be alive. Awesome last question. I have for you is has. You've had opportunity to be a
leader or coach leaders. How is being a leader helped. You become a better follower of jesus
christ. I love that going back to the previous answer. When you said how it particular follow right.
Now who's not really keen on how the leaders leading. How would they do that. Those three
steps. I shared were from my personal experience and learning. How can i humbly approach the
situation look in the mirror and see how i can be better and instead of what i know better so
radically pride and let humility rain. Then have empathy at figuring out what might be like and so
i practice this all the time in any time. I was led by leader that i was bugged with or bug by or
something happening and asked the question. What might i not be seeing. Because i know
there's probably data points that i don't see be aware of that and be empathetic of that and then
lead through questions as i'm asking her this i did that. That was a really powerful recipe to help
any leader that i was following just create a better leadership experience. Because i believe
everybody's a leader you don't have to have a title to be a leader and when we can exercise
those three steps we can create any outcome in a totally different way versus well. I'm not the
leader. I'm going to throw up my hands. Frustrating and then justify why we can just bicker and
be frustrated about it versus changing it and being a true change agent in that in that
environment. So do that. Many times. And i'll continue to. I actually like being a follower. It's
really fun. And i found that when you can make following or followership sport it becomes
amazing and we lift our leaders when we become amazing followers and that concludes my
interview with jeff mask. Sure predate his knowledge his perspective some of these tactics. I
mean the three rs i mean. These are simple. Exercises that once implemented could really
make a difference and i'd love to hear from individuals out there who may be. Try some of these
things and let me know the impact they had. Jeff is phenomenal. We had a great discussion
even the discussions after we after we stop recording are will are always fantastic. And i hope to
involve jeff's in the future of their specific questions or concepts that you'd like to hear more from
jeff about no and we'll make sure he hears about those now again. Like i said shot up to land
and this is episode. That came to be because somebody connected me with somebody else
and so if you know of a phenomenal leader please reach out and go to leading saints dot org
slash contact and let me know. I realize many view listening thinking well. Yeah i did that. And i
have heard my guy on the podcast yet and not that we are actually working on some more
systematize approaches to ensure we get Make room for these many recommendations we've
had but we're always looking for more and and death be awesome leading saints dot org slash
contact and remind you once again to text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven in
order to subscribe to the leading saints weekly newsletter came as a result of the position of
leadership which was imposed upon us. I the god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of
the gospel of jesus christ ration- was made concerning the own only true and living church upon
the face of the earth. We were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of
leadership from which we cannot shrink are runaway and to which we must face up with
boldness and courage and ability.


